Required Approvals for Use of Animals that are not part of a teaching of a scheduled course, research or testing IACUC protocol at Iowa State University

More than Handling & Restraint

Faculty Advisor is the PI Completes the IACUC Form Department Chair signs

IACUC Teaching protocol

IACUC Committee reviews

IACUC must approve before animals are used

Examples
- Feral Cat
- Vet Club wet labs
- Horse Castration AAEP
- SCAMVA Symposium
- Pre-Vet Symposium
- AI School
- ISU Club Activities

Handling & Restraint only

Office of Risk Management

Examples
- 4-H
- SCAVMA SCAMPER
- Rodeo
- Petting Zoos
- Entertainment
- Fund Raising (Dog Wash)
- ISU Club Activities